Synchronized spontaneous spikes on multi-electrode array show development of cultured neuronal network.
Spontaneous firing play an important role in development of neuronal network. Activity-dependent modification of synaptic efficacy is widely recognized as a cellular basis of learning, memory, and development plasticity. Little is known of the activity-dependent modification of the synchronized spontaneous firing of the hippocampal networks. Long-term recording of spontaneous activity in cultured hippocampal neuronal networks was carried out using substrates containing multi-electrode array (MEA). Spontaneous uncorrelated firing appeared within a week and transformed progressively into synchronized pattern. During the development, these synchronized firings became into oscillation pattern and the synchronization has little change. By paired stimulation from adjacent electrodes in the network, the synchronized firing form a larger network burst. These results suggest that synchronized spontaneous spikes show the development of neuronal network and electronical stimulation could change the development.